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In the words of our Secretary General, VIBGYORMUN ‘represents our future’ and he is optimistic as many
delegates across India and even in the Netherlands, have gathered to deliberate on key and contentious
issues. 
The Secretary General proceeded to invite members of the EB to introduce themselves and many fondly
looked back to their past MUN experiences as they came full circle in their MUN journeys. 
We were then introduced to Mr. Shim Mathew, Director, Academic Operations, and International
Partnerships. On his suit, the pins of the Indian and Netherlands flags were emblazoned, symbolizing the
warm relations between the two countries. He expressed the need of the United Nations, a blend of the new
and the old, with so much to offer. He thanked the organizing committee and wished all the delegates the
best.
His Excellency Bart de Jong, the Consul General of the Netherlands in Mumbai was then invited to speak. He
expressed his goal to further bilateral ties while emphasizing the ‘importance of cross border collaboration’ in
such tenuous times. However, he believes that the potential of virtual internships in these times are proof
that ‘every cloud has a silver lining.’
Her Excellency Andrea Kuhn, the Consul General of South Africa was the next to address the audience. She
imparted the wise words of her inspiration, Nelson Mandela. She also conveyed her staunch belief in
multilateralism, during which she shared her mantra, ‘Ubuntu,’ translated as ‘I am because you are,’ prior to
wishing the delegates the very best.
The final speaker was Ms Kavita Sahay Kerawalla, Vice Chairperson of the Ampersand Group who shared her
pride in the progress of VIBGYORMUN as she conveyed VIBGYOR High’s mission to spread experiential
learning. 
It was then the Secretary General, Ishaan Vijai, with the reverberating sound of the gavel, declared the
conference open and delegates, although muted, were more than likely beaming with excitement.

LA VOCE
Opening Ceremony 

Confusion about virtual meeting whereabouts are a staple of any
virtual Model United Nations, though in that confusion the
excitement in the air was palpable as delegates gathered for the
much-awaited opening ceremony that would kick-start the
conference.
The ceremony viewed by 600 people over Zoom and more than
1000 people on Facebook, commenced with a video montage,
including a clip of Charlie Chaplin conveying his view that,
‘There is room for everyone.’ He propagated a united world
which in the years since, was facilitated by the establishment of
the United Nations. Throughout the ceremony there was a
noticeable theme that centered on the present trying times and
how the UN can facilitate unity and cooperation, emerging from
a world where, ‘Greed has poisoned men’s souls.’ And at
VIBGYORMUN, the ceremony did not fail to inspire its delegates
to ‘Discuss. Debate. Deliberate’, a motto that we stand by.
Hosted by VIBGYORMUN chairs Aarnav Chaturvedi and Saniya
Philips, the audience were introduced to the stalwarts of
VIBGYORMUN, Mr. Rustom Kerawalla, Ms. Kavita Sahay, and Mr.
Shim Mathew while also introducing this year’s Secretary
General, Ishaan Vijai. 



The excitement in all the three rooms of DISEC was
palpable as they prepared to deliberate on “Regulating the
Use of Autonomous Weapon Systems.” Aarnav Chaturvedi,
Diya Sharma and Gunish Mukerji, chaired Rooms 1, 2 and 3
respectively.  In Room 1, the first day began with an
impromptu ice breaker session by the Chair, which included
some valuable lessons, including being barred 10 times in
one MUN! This then led to the GSL, in which Russia quoted
President Putin that whoever owns AI, rules the world,
prompting the Chair to comment, “I’d toss you a toffee!”
The Chair began day two with an explanation and exemplar
of a “DR” before resuming debate wherein notorious
delegates adjusted their backgrounds to those of their
leaders.  Meanwhile, Room 2 was characterised by a greater
extent of “chaotic energy.” Cognisant of the time limit,
Chair Diya Sharma insisted on productivity to prevent the
session extending till odd hours of the night. When debate
commenced, the delegate of North Korea was coherent and
clear, consistently proclaiming ‘Foreign propaganda!’ when
criticised. By the second day, the committee had reached
far with the preparation and presentation of the working
paper ‘Bombastic.’ Though there was disunity in the method
of presentation, the camaraderie was evident and spirits
were high. 

Moving on to Room 3, the beginning reminisced that of Room 1 with a basic introductory
session, with the delegate of Argentina chiming in with a request to change profile pictures
in a meeting filled by a sea of Ds. Once debate commenced, the committee successfully
failed every single motion. Taking things into his own hands, the chair, Gunish Mukerji, by
using his discretionary power, selected China’s moderated caucus topic, ‘Definition of LAWS’
which included Palestinian and Egyptian backlash to Israel’s speech that autonomous
weapon systems never harmed society. On the second day, a major contention between the
Argentine-Venezuelan as well as the Chinese-Polish draft resolution increased the chance of
a potential standoff!
All in all, the delegates possessed the necessary energy, though time was not in their favour!
The formation of blocs on the first day suggested that progress may be sooner than
expected. The committee ended with hope for paper work and passing of a resolution,
proven by the significant progress with multiple unmoderated discussions, on the second
day. After a day’s work, the outcomes seemed optimistic, with the hope for the passing of
most, if not all, draft resolutions.
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After a banging opening ceremony and brief
introductions, the rooms started off on different
courses, with all the same agenda in mind, ‘Immigrant
Integration.’ These roaring fireworks of debate were
headed by Chairs as patient as cucumbers. After the
Secretary General’s elaborate explanation of how
Candyland would be an extreme delegate, the Chairs,
Manish JS, along with Omkar, commenced an engaging
session as Poland began the GSL for the diverse
‘Mumbai Circuit.’ Border trespassing in the moderated
caucus proceeded the roadmap of the committee. India
was absolutely destroyed when the Chair questioned it
about the CAA and NRC bills. The medical industry and
the graphing of natural birth against immigration
(thanks Belgium) were discussed. A DR was what
followed a plea to view a working draft by Denmark.
Cyprus and Syria were head over heels about border
trespassing and Poland was confused about the whole
controversy behind its media bill.

The disarrayed diversity of unrelated caucus topics, compelled the Chair, Khushi JH to remind
the delegates time and again about it, helping them through the process. The first Mod
discussed the effects of COVID-19 on immigration in countries and the vulnerability of
children Two working drafts were observed and deliberated upon. A mention of The Mother
and Baby Homes controversy proved just how concerned Ireland was with their plans on
reducing crimes on women. Is the LGBTQ community welcomed in Korea? The government’s
reach tells us otherwise. Does a Burqa prove the difference between beauty and religious
blasphemy in France? Well, ending with Slovenia’s mute knowledge on MP deeds, the
delegates were ‘chilled out.’ Vanshika Thacker, the Chair for Room 3, had Lithuania against
those questioning its worsening border condition, thanks to the Lithuanian PM’s ineffective
migration policy. Afghanistan's cries for not being up to the mark as Austria did not wish to
set an example for developing countries was an excuse for whining about its asylum issues.
Socio-economic and racial differences were targeted as part of the countries’ solutions.
Smuggling as a key branch of immigration problems was also stressed upon. The countries of
the EU were generalising on barbed wires when intoxicant patrol officers on duty would’ve
made much more sense. Altogether, the delegates’ enthralling enthusiasm had the
committee’s head wrapped around the encyclopaedic aspects of countries where
controversies were dug out from experience and solutions were reached that hopefully paid
off in interest.
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This year’s UNHRC Agenda: The Rohingya Genocide
was characterized by two key aspects: fierce debate
and the gentle (somewhat…) guidance of our Chairs. In
a committee full of first timers, the first day went
predictably – peppered with inexperienced delegates
being firmly corrected by Chairs, whether in the old-
fashioned public punishment format (Room 1,
specifically, where Chair Saniya Sanjeev Philip had
delegates regularly raising their hands) or with
similarly timeless verbal beratings (Room 3’s chair,
Tania Solanki, very expertly crushed every ill-informed
delegate with a single pointed comment!)
Room 2’s Chair, Smriti Bhardwaj, had a difficult time
the first day, with Delegates often forgetting the rules
of the committee and interrupting her while she
carried out the session. Unfortunately, the atmosphere
of a restless classroom seemed to permeate the second
day too – the Chair was still explaining key committee
procedures after a cumulative eight hours in session!

Regardless of the various obstructions (seen most notably in the form of an unnamed
Delegate from Room 1 being unable to remember the official name of their country…) the
committee pulled up their socks on day two. Each room came forth with a forceful, if
sometimes logically fallacious, debate. Blocs were finalized and with no major foreign policy
violations (courtesy of the Chairs and all their versions of Delegate, rethink that decision…)
the proceedings continued forward. All rooms were eager to ask questions and assign blame,
and thus upheld the true esprit of debate. Truly invigorating to witness!
The press conference held near the end of the session highlighted two particular delegates:
the Delegate of Serbia and the Delegate of Afghanistan from Room 1. Both answered the
impromptu questions brilliantly – precise and clearly knowledgeable in all aspects of their
respective country’s foreign policy. A conversation with either of them is must. You’ll
emerge with either a friend or a new PhD in practicing humility!
Overall, the committee that was stumbling on Day one emerged bright and respectable on
day two. Quick-fire debates dotted the sessions, but so did the Chairs and their constant
correction of delegates regarding their own countries something that happened surprisingly
often.) (Seriously, the amount of research the Chairs held with themselves was incredibly
intimidating. And you thought the delegates had it hard. Chances are, all the delegates left
the MUN with a new view on how to attend (and participate in) a VIBGYORMUN Conference. 

United Nations Human 
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The Agenda for this year is Combating the Rise of
Domestic Violence Cases and Gender Inequality during
the Covid-19 Pandemic Day one saw the proceedings of
the committee move smoothly, with the delegates
giving their GSL’s and passing motions. Several
countries contributed to the discussion, highlighting
the measures taken by their respective countries to
solve women’s issues. These included passing of laws
for violence against women, creation of helpline
numbers that are applicable nationwide, ensuring
education and spreading awareness among people and
especially women, appointment of women in decision
making roles and establishment of shelters and
counselling centres for women. However, some
delegates had it rough - Like the Delegate of The
Russian Federation, as Germany and USA’s inquiries hit
them like lightning. The crux of the inquiries was how
the police were so unapproachable if the country had
such a high literacy rate. 
Thus the committee proceedings for Day one of the
conference were concluded. 

Day two began with an interesting discussion in Room Three regarding the role of media in
gender equality. The delegates discussed how the media plays a significant role in how women
are represented and influences the perspectives of viewers. Meanwhile in Room One, the
committee session was fired up by the arrival of an infuriated delegate of Afghanistan, who
accused the committee of not helping the country’s women, who are suffering under the
wrath of the Taliban. The delegate gave fitting replies to USA, who claimed they were
spreading awareness through social media. The most ridiculous question raised against
Afghanistan was by the delegate of Jordan, who was offended by the fact that they said that
the members of the committee can sit and put on foundation, while women are suffering in
Afghanistan.  As if it weren’t dramatic enough, the delegate of Taliban (Yes an actual member
entered a committee of the United Nations) stated that the media hadn’t shown the Taliban’s
perspective. The delegate justified the Taliban’s policies and claimed that they treat women
fairly. Meanwhile Pakistan, sitting in the United Nations claimed that it required the Taliban to
maintain world peace. This was met by obvious backlash from the press, who demanded an
explanation. As the delegate stated views contradictory to what their country had done, they
faced utter humiliation and had to say “The head of state of my country, Pakistan is
incompetent and doesn’t even know what’s happening inside the country and is not fit to lead
a country”  But other than that, it was a jolly session!

The United Nations Entity for Gender
Equality and the Empowerment of

Women 



The first day of the All-India Political Parties Meet of
VIBGYORMUN 2021 started off like most committees do: dry
and dull. The Chairs had previously conducted mocks with the
delegates and hence didn’t seem to take long to familiarize
themselves with the members of the Lok Sabha. The committee
session commenced with the reiterations of the rules of
procedure proceeded by the roll call in each Room.  However
immediately following the roll call, the members of the Lok
Sabha just seemed to fall like a deck of cards appearing clearly
bamboozled, looked grossly underprepared and proceeded to
mess up one step after the other. At some point in time, Room 3
saw a lot of cross talk where the delegates spoke out of turn
without raising proper points and motions, as was the case in a
lot of rooms, and it started failing. At this point you could see all
the delegates forming blocs and siding with their parties and a
majority of the committee time was spent with the Opposition
criticizing the Majority Party and both the parties throwing
baseless allegations and barbs at each other. The chaos
aggravated when Mr. Narendra Modi (of Room 3) asked if he
could “skip” his opening statement while Rajnath Singh made
some statements during his opening statement that
contradicted with his party’s policy, this led to the Chair
pointing out that she would be completely okay with leaving
this meeting in case they wanted to continue their
conversation.

The first day came to an end drawing harsh criticism from the chairs. The chair of Room 1 did not mince
his words and was brutally truthfull when he mentioned, “I’ll be honest, the committee was very dry
today.” He further gave them a word of encouragement which was to not be so diplomatic. Because it was
after all, the Indian Lok Sabha and not the UNSC. Meanwhile, the Chair of Room 2 highlighted his
disappointment in the delegates, “All I’m saying is, you can do better man.” Room 3’s Chair highlighted
that she expected the ruling party to be on the same page on the following day and advised all the
delegates to avoid plagiarism. Thus, the first day came to an end with the chairs hoping that the
committee members would give diplomacy a backseat, get into character and hopefully reach a possible
solution by the end of this conference. Whether or not this momentum will be continued on Day 2 is
something to look out for. The second day of the conference revolved around public sessions and press
conferences, of which the latter proved to be quite controversial; delegates were put on spot and asked
questions that led them to fumble and break out of character. However, the monotonous pace of the
committee continued as did the constant blunders.  Narendra Modi of Room1 said to Sonia Gandhi
(translated from Hindi) that they’ve learnt to waste funds from the Congress. This childish blame game
was prominent in all three rooms in the All-India Political Parties Meet so much so to the point where the
chair of Room3 addressed her committee stating that she needs them to stop playing the blame game.
One could say that by the end of the first day the delegates of both the Opposition and the Majority Party
had learnt how to create an exact replica of the Indian Lok Sabha. The committee progressed further into
the day and neared closing statements; the tiring blame games continued and all we could do is hope that
someone decides to extend an olive branch and break this cyclic pattern to reach a conclusion.
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The Midnight Crisis Committee, an exclusive group of 15
hand-picked delegates along with five members of the EB
met at 9:30 pm on Friday to discuss the agenda “The
Annexation of Afghanistan by the Forces of Taliban.” The
Committee was chaired by the Secretary General Ishaan
Vijai, DISEC Room 1 Chair Aarnav Chaturvedi, and
UNHRC Room 1 Chair Saniya Sanjeev Philip.
This prestigious Committee, which traditionally attracted
veteran MUNners, this time, consisted of first-timers
who were more confused than delighted to participate in
the proceedings. The element of secrecy created much
amusement as delegates were added to the new team.
The chat function was spammed with questions
regarding why they were added to this team, what the
agenda was, etc. 
After a bit of back and forth with the Chairs, as certain
EB members were unsatisfied with certain choices, the
Committee finally moved into a formal session. With
members of the EB donning headscarves to resemble
various Extremist Groups and Delegates changing their
backgrounds to their allotted countries, the Committee
was off to an interesting start. 
Emotions skyrocketed as the news of a US Embassy
being bombed and Militant groups conducting covert
meetings with Chinese Ministers were discovered. The
delegates were quick to keep up with the twists in
narratives and turn of events that the Chairs threw at
them. The Committee lived up to its name as the session
overshot till 2 am on Saturday. Sadly, some were lost
along the way as fatigue and sleep overtook their
enthusiasm. But those who remained deliberated with
gusto and earned much praise from the Secretary
General. 
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DISEC chairs saying you don't need to
make position papers but ask you to
give your countrie's stance on the
agend 

la voce 
Fun page 

follow the VIBGYORMUN Spotify account
@

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4HdKoeI
OFiR24btEs9kfDY?si=b26f71e2208e41c6
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